
INTRODUCTION TO AWAROLOGY

Everybody learns Science, Technologies, economics and
philosophies spending a good part of their life for what? To survive
in this world, to get job for their livelihood. If  you are intelligent and
competitive you succeed, then comes the question for what? Is it
to lead a good family life? Or enjoy life in its full swing?

Then, comes the question what is life? Get married and
enjoy sex for a very short time? Or give birth to children and work
hard and drag your life in misery to fulfill their or your ego? Or to
get a  good  income? But again the question remains what is your
life? No  answer is possible. At the time of death you think what is
life? The death is a reality, it takes away all your ‘achievements
and belongings’. Again the question comes what is your life? You
yourself  become an idiot before this question.

Your misery, pain and hardwork of your life are not
compensated, you are frustrated.  At your old age deep down in
your mind, you feel that you missed the life.  You became an
unwanted element now.  A loneliness surrounds you, you are
desperate. You see others repeat your life.  You know they can’t
find the meaning of life.  They won’t  listen to you.  Again the
question remains what is life?  Your academic studies could not
teach you what is life because they are the tricks of your logic
mind.  You are in a trap, a trap of desires.  Intelligence can’t
understand this, because you yourself is a product of the
intelligence of desires.  Ofcourse you enjoyed certain fruits of
sciences and technologies upto death.  In reality you never die.
You only change your body with different genetic pattern. Can
you choose your life? No. The present life was not of your choice.
Your body was imposed in you without your consent and choice.
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way of attaining eternal life. But this enlightenment in only a

beginning of real spiritual life. The rest of the life completes this

intelligence of body and mind and set free the real consciousness

forever at the time of death. The life of this enlightened state will

be full of bliss and happiness even though one has to suffer

severely in one’s physical life.

Note : The real consciousness is self sufficient in itself. It

can “foresee” the things and direct your body to fulfill its aim.

Explanation :- This point should not be misunderstood with

the fortune telling or any kind of prophecies.

When a man finds truth of his life or his real consciousness

or soul at the happening of enlightement his consciousness floats

up the mind. Ever since the mind minimises the ignorance or its

ego or blind desires and get clarity in its Karmas. So that, for him,

the life will be in moment to moment or he lives through the

happenings of a day which means he will have no thoughts of

past and future in his Karmas. He will become an awareness

himself. That awareness itself will work. He should not be prone

to any kind of ill-health or accidents in his life.
An example will clear this point. If such a man travels in a

vehicle, his awareness will influence the vehicle somehow and
the result will be either the safety of the vehicle or his escape
without any hurt in an accident because the real consciousness
is in need of his body till it reaches the maximum mystic
intelligence, then only it can leave the body forever. If there is
anything like fortune tellings or prophesies it might have been  by
the power of mind. It may be some kind of extra sensory
perceptions. This state of mind is entirely opposite of mystic
intelligence and dangerous to the freedom of one’s soul.



But can you stop it? If you believe that you  have only one birth
and death, ofcourse you are right, there is no need of knowing the
meaning of  life. But you should not be blind towards the proof of
it. You seek the memory of past life in your present one.

You are not intelligent at all.  Memory is made up of flesh
which turns to dust after your death.  But your consciousness
can’t die because it’s not at all flesh.  It is under the bondages of
certain desires in the form of ignorance as thoughts.  Your body
is a growth and a product of your mind.  A product has only an
intelligence, which is given by the producer (the mind  which
consists of real consciousness, intelligence, memory and
perceptions of five sense organs).  So your real consciousness
(soul) searches new possibilities to escape forever into its original
source, the Great Consciousness, this is the aim of your life, it is
the meaning of your life, the eternal life, Nirvana, Samadhi or
Liberation of your soul.

But your intelligence can’t understand and experience the
meaning of rebirth, the cyclic growth and life of flesh and mind.
Your intelligence is logic and you cannot see how false is your
logic.  Even Science is loosing logic.  Your  mind is tricky, it has
the technique of concealing the failure of your logic.  Your ego
shifts your logic finding some reasons.

Your real consciousness does not grow by your education
because your education is on the basis of logic and logic is against
the “uplifting” of your real consciousness.  You may be a great
Scientist, a great Economist or a great President of a country but
your consciousness is only upto 3 years old child.  It can be easily
proved.

A “Great” President of a country presents a gift to a “little
great” President of another country, a war plane and later more
war planes and bombs as the token of thanks to the support offered
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a greatest blessing of human beings. But as this state is happened

in a human body driven by genes will have a strong influence of it
(genes) so when the person who is in this state knows himself,

becomes desireless and compassionate towards his fellow
beings. And also this state may give rise to certain siddhies or

mental faculties. Thus this state becomes treacherous to that
person in two ways - 1) His enquiry of himself to set his soul free

for ever is doomed by his genetic influences. 2) The siddhies
attract the common mass and the person is trapped in spiritual

ego. And he becomes a leader of the society by the charitable
activities and gets exploited. The result is, the world starts

worshiping their photos, use certain tricky yantras or mantras or
some new methods of meditation or living style etc for their physical

benefit.
Whereas the mystic intelligence is totally different from this.

This is the one and only way to set free your real consciousness
(soul) for ever into the kingdom of God or Samadhi or Eternal life

or the liberation of Soul. Even though this is a happening by itself
man has to strive throughout the life for this to happen. That means

man has to struggle and work hard step by step to remove the

basic as well as acquired ignorances from his mind by utilising

the anxiety. But normally our mind uses this anxiety of real

consciousness by its intelligence using logic to know about the

secrets of the outer world. The result is the scientific ideas,

technologies and your so called comfortable life. But if this anxiety

is directed to his inner consciousness by using the same

intelligence of mind and logic, it is absolutely sure that anybody

can find his soul by certain happening. This happening is known

as enlightenment and this stage is known as mystic intelligence.

This mystical intelligence is the real aim of human life and real



by the second one to eradicate terrorism. Small countries need
food not bombs.

Think of their consciousness level.  One gives, the other
accepts. Newspapers appreciate the act, so all their
consciousness are balanced.

Awarology proves and establishes in you beyond the doubt
that your life has very clear aim.  You are born not for living back
to beasts.  You bear a consciousness, which is known as real
consciousness in Awarology.  The consciousness, which knows
the consciousness, which is roughly known as your soul.  This
real consciousness is not  your mind and not your body. It is a
dimensional different entity.  It has no death, no origin and no end.
It is the consciousness, which suffers the pain of your body
system through mind.  It cannot die with your body.  Your mind is
the working ego of your personality.  The mind cheats your real
consciousness by desiring life.  So it takes birth, grows and dies
and your real consciousness is fooled.  But the real consciousness
seeks another possibility to escape to eternity through another
body in new genetic pattern and in new intelligence. It is not
because of your Karmas and fate. Imagine a hospital full of cancer
patients suffering severe pain or a slum of poor people suffering
poverty and ill health in filthy condition. They are suffering not
because of their fate and karmas (those ideas are the cheating
tricks of your mind, society and religious people to exploit you)
but the deathless real consciousness (soul) has chosen a new
possibility to escape. If you are in well off position and state, do
you think that you are safe? No, absolutely no, you can never die
but only change your body. If you miss this chance your real
consciousness may choose the worst. You cannot deny or do
anything. You know that there was no choice of yours in your
present life. This fact is as true as your existence itself. If you
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In certain human beings this anxiety finds its way through

intelligence to find the meaning of life. They save their real

consciousness into the eternal life. These human beings are called

mystic intelligent people; the real gurus of the world. Whereas in

some human beings a mystic state is happened. This man show

certain siddhies (ability to move their limbs fast, ability of

hyphonisation etc.) It is a natural selection by the critical

combination of certain genetic patterns with a mind having certain

positive karmas. In most cases these people cannot develop

intelligence upto the mark of mystic intelligence. They shift their

physical ego to spiritual ego and gets trapped again. They may

run charitable movements and spend a life in their spiritual world.

A man with mystic intelligence definitely finds the way to

save his real consciousness forever because the real

consciousness is self sufficient. It works in its own way. It knows

the past and future (Don’t misunderstand this statement with

fortune telling or prophesy etc., these things are of the minds

business. The explanation is given at page No: 40.)

The mystic intelligence pushes the body and mind in right
thought, right memory, right understanding and enlighten the mind

with correct wisdom by removing all ignorance.
Note : The difference between the mystic intelligence and

mystic state.

The mystic intelligence and mystic state are different. You

can see the people having reached the mystic state by the
phenomenon known as natural selection. Birth after birth, genetic

pattern after genetic pattern and karmas (cause and effect) after
karmas by the backup of real consciousness, a man or woman

is born once in many years in mystic state. In reality this state is



think otherwise and deny this truth Awarology assesses you as a
being of very poor intelligence, it doesn’t matter however rich, or
famous or powerful or educated you are at present.

You accept your misery as a part of your life instead of
knowing that your life is an eternal bliss or Paramananda. The
Awarology is the only Science man has to learn and develop.  It
gives you the real aim of your life.  Your birth is a golden opportunity
to find your real consciousness through Awarology and “uplift” it
from its ignorance and set free forever into the eternity or to the
life of Paramananda, a happiness having no cause.  YOU TAKE
BIRTH FOR NOT TO BE REBORN BUT TO STOP BIRTH
FOREVER, because your mundane life is full of pain no argument
is possible for the pain by the presence of your nervous system.
No argument is possible for  your spontaneous thoughts of your
mind and its depressions, and mood change which lead you to
drugs, alcohol, insanities and suicides.

Awarology is a pure Science on the basis of logic and inner
experiments.  It has no connection with any ideologies, isms or
any religious faith.

Awarology proves and gives experiences in you that you
are a soul or a real consciousness, which is absolutely independent
of your body and mind.  It offers two understandings in you .
1. In your physical life you can have a taste of Paramananda and
eternal peace (a causeless happiness) . 2. It convince your
intelligence that your real consciousness is under the bondage of
your mind and body, which have the supports and backups of
thousands of tendencies by the presence of genetic patterns or
programmed chemical molecules.

Awarology makes you understand by its logic, techniques
and experiments to convince your intelligence and get free your
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producing so many sophisticated equipments which can be

enjoyed and you can lead a life in total imagination. This make

misery more complicated, so that, the rate of mental disorders,

different diseases of depression, madness and suicides are

increased. So ego is moving towards the deepest ditch of

unconsciousness. This makes man the most cruel beast ever

lived on earth.

11. The misery and pain are suffered by the real consciousness.

As it is static and neutral, it never judges it. It has no way to

convince intelligence that its nature is Paramananda, except to

persuade the intelligence to remain as a witness.

So intelligence should enquire about the reason for misery

and pain. If the intelligence is sincere and full of energy it can find

the reason and bring the taste of Paramananda and try for the

resurrection of the real consciousness. But as the intelligence is

driven by the desires (Basic and acquired) it cannot have the

balance energy after the working for fulfilling the endless desires

and sexual indulgences. So, intelligence uses a trick. It gives hope

and shift this hope time to time to extend the life till death of the

body. At the time of death intelligence concludes that the life was

a sheer waste.

12. The presence of anxiety and uncertainty in human beings

make a marked difference between human and beasts. This is

because of the presence of a factor (Wx) the real consciousness

in human intelligence. In other words the real consciousness

(soul) is emitting a ‘wave’ of anxiety continuously through

intelligence for persuading it to enquire about the self or the real

consciousness itself and to question the miserable state of body

and mind in earthly life. But normally the intelligence shifts this

anxiety outward and find some logic answer to this and proceeds.



real consciousness (soul) to lead your present life in peace with
the taste of paramananda and after death into the eternal bliss or
kingdom of God or Samadhi or Nirvana.

Note: A  few words about Nansen School of Awarology And
Nansen Ashram.

The School and Ashram are situated in a naturally beautiful,
silent and cool valley near to the Silent Valley of Attappady Hills in
Palakkad district.

At present Ashram has only one inmate, that is the master
himself.  The contact classes will be arranged in the school
situated in the Ashram Premises later.  So, if you send your
address through E-mail or by post or by telephone the master will
contact you to inform about the date of the classes and facilities
for your convenient stay.

Thanking you
The Master
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discriminative power and logic denies the soul and its

Paramananda state and make everybody to realise that life is a

set of passions and reasonful happiness and even push the life

in related love, goodness and sacrifice for the beloveds upto death

thinking that all relationships are real and for that relationships,

he has to live. This intelligence always insist a human being in

wrong way that the eternal life can be attained by this related

love, goodness and sacrifices.

9. Through witnessing and awareness the real consciousness

convince the mind its basic ignorance on life and persuade to

remain in neutral state to escape from the effect of karmas

(actions) of life. So that the real consciousness get out of the

bondages of effect (which makes to take new possibility by re-

birth) and set free forever into the Paramananda or eternal life or

nirvana or Samadhi.

Whereas the intelligence by the help of memory of the past

and imagination of the future (Both the thoughts are spontaneous

in nature) push the life away from the present and moment to

moment life and put it in the trap of cause and effect (karmas)

and drag the life in misery and severe pain (physically and

mentally) into thousands and thousands of lives having different

genetic pattern and the result is that the real consciousness got

arrested in the world forever.

10. The real consciousness is ‘uplifted’ very slowly by developing

witnessing power and awareness. It needs tremendous energy

and effort because it is a dimensionally different entity and stands

reasonless.

Whereas intelligence multiply collectively just like relay race

and entropy (the rate of disorder) of the mind increases. This

hike of intelligence give birth to science and technologies



SECTION -1

What is Awarology?

Ans : Awarology is a science of life which is defined as the
logical methods to help the mind to remove its basic ignorance
and annihilate it, to release the real consciousness (wx) to eternal
bliss and to reunite with its original source, the Great
Consciousness (God).

The real consciousness (wx) is supposed as the ‘part’ of
the Great Consciousness which is united with the thought of
ignorance of a person x.
2. Why should we learn Awarology?

Ans : It is the one and only way to escape forever from
one’s miserable life and live with the life one is gifted in this world
neutrally to taste and enjoy the state of Paramananda (Eternal
bliss, which has no reason) and at the end of the life to release
the real consciousness (soul) from the bondages of the body
and mind forever. Your real consciousness takes birth one after
another until it is set free for ever by you in any one of the lives. If
you believe that you have only one birth there is no need of the
science called Awarology for you. Awarology proves in you the
possibility of rebirth by your inner experience and logic.
3. What are the differences between the studies of Awarology
and other studies in academic level (Physics, Chemistry, Biology
and Social Sciences)?

Ans : All the other studies are of mind. Mind is a combination
of intelligence, memory and perceptions of five organs which is
run by the “subtle energy” of consciousness. But these factors
cannot work themselves because they are the properties of
ignorant consciousness. So the mind appears to be born as a
body which grows, develops with sense organs and live for a
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real consciousness cannot judge and criticize the life and its

Karmas and activities. It has to force the intelligence by the

uncertainity and anxiety of life and its sufferings of severe pain by

the body and mind to bring the mind in real awareness for

witnessing.

As intelligence stands on intensive desire and selfishness,

it always persuade the mind by its logic to shift the aim of life with

incorrect memory by finding unsubstantial reasons. So life is fixed

in this world forever.

[This point can be understood by an example:- A father is

shocked when his obedient and very good son unexpectedly meet

with an accident. His misery and agony cannot be measured, he

looses the whole meaning of life. After some days or months or

years he recovers partially from this misery. His memory fades,

his tricky intelligence argues that it is his fate or it diverts his aim

of life in different ways. That means intelligence shifts his aim of

life and makes him busy with some other thought by incorrect

memory and unsubstantial reasons. This is a safety mechanism.

But his intelligence never persuade him to enquire about the

misery of himself and others and the whole world. If he searches

the reason intensely, devotedly and with total sincerity he will find

his soul or real consciousness. But tremendous energy is needed

to devote his life for that. Man is lazy by his excessive sexual

indulgences and with never ending selfish desires. So this is the

reason behind the continuity of misery in human beings.]

8. By the presence of real consciousness in human beings he

will be able to witness the life and allow the body to happen neutral

life and live till death in full awareness and Paramananda and

part the soul to eternity after death.

Whereas the presence of intelligence in mind with its



period of time and get old and die without the consent of mind. As

it is born and die without the consent of mind, it will be reborn

without the consent of mind which is purely logical (not a

hypothesis or a belief). So the life is a three dimensional projection

of the real consciousness through the mind in the fourth dimension

time. (Just like a red glass which allows the white light of sun

appear to be red; red glass is the mind and white light is the part

of the Great Consciousness which we call real consciousness

or Athma.

Whatever mind thinks and discovers about the truth will

never be correct, or in other words mind will never be able to find

real truth or fundamental state of a thing or a being with its tool,

the logic.

Fundamentally mind has only one property which is logic: It

can function only by logic, it judges the thing with its five organ’s

perceptions and concludes, but these conclusions are to be

updated time to time with the help of logic and to be proceeded .

This is the evolution of mind and its products are physical sciences

and social sciences.

Whereas Awarology is the study and techniques with the

help of mind ie logic to “destroy” the mind itself (the red glass) to

know the real consciousness (white light) which is Paramananda

and to release the real consciousness (Athma) which is in

bondage of the mind and the body for thousands of births, to reach

its original source, the Great Consciousness (like through the ray

of white light we can contact with the sun).

If there is a red glass, the ray which passes through it

undergoes certain changes and becomes other than white light,

which has no direct contact with the sun. But a false contact is

possible that is the way by which all the human being contact
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[Again the same example of bulb can be used to understand

this point. When the expiry date is over the bulb is fused, even

though the current is there at the two points of the holder, there

won’t be any light from the bulb. So bulb “thinks” that I have died,

it doesn’t have any idea of a current waiting at the holder to flow

through it. It knows only one thing that when the life time of filament

or the sealents are over it cannot emit light. It has to die. But there

is an ignorance of a current behind its glow. Similarly intelligence

informs the mind that the expiry date of a particular body is over

so it has to die. Then body dies and the real consciousness with

full of desires grab another new body and come again into the

earth. Again the intelligence in new genetic pattern repeats the

same mistakes. The old fused bulb is replaced with new bulb,

again it glows in the same holder and the new bulb is totally

unaware of the holder which had an old bulb.

In effect the real consciousness (soul) of a person suffers

all the pain imparted by the body and mind due to their ignorance.

Whereas intelligence is mortal and lead the human mind in

ignorance by analysing the outside world as reality with the help

of limited perceptions of five sense organs so that mind continues

life taking different body in different genetic patterns and stay in

ignorance.

6. The one and only nature of the real consciousness is

paramananda (the causeless happiness). Whereas intelligence

makes the mind to understand that there should not be any

happiness without reason. By the discriminative power of

intelligence it cannot have an idea of a thing which has no reason.

This is the reason why people ask for the proof of the presence of

real consciousness (soul) in human body.

7. As the real consciousness is static and neutral in nature, the



with the ‘God’ in worldly way ie through prayer, fasting, offerings,
occultism etc. A false ‘God’ is appeared to be as real for them.

A second difference is that all other sciences search the
real truth outside, means by the perception or openings of the
body (sense organs) whereas the study of Awarology is purely
inner. It teaches a person to persuade his mind to remain as a
witness for his perceptions and understands everything without
being provoked.

The third difference is, by the physical science certain
product has been resulted, for example, discovery of electricity
gives fan, engines, AC etc. as its product which can be enjoyed
and in turn it makes us believe that the outer world is real. This is
a trap of your mind not to get itself static or Neutral.

Whereas the Awarology has no product possible like
mentioned above. It has one and only one aim ie to go inner and
find the real consciousness and “uplift” it by Awarological
techniques and go into the eternal life, or Nirvana or Samadhi at
the time of death.
4. Should the study of Awarology make a man introvert?

Ans : No, absolutely No; because an introvert is a mentally
retarded person. It is caused due to the depression of his mind
and he thinks that he is a particular mind and body having a
particular name.

But Awarology is the study of techniques using the active
or dynamic mind to function logically to eradicate the ignorance
which hides the truth by the logic itself. So there is no chance for
being introvert.
5. If everybody is searching inside and lead a life corresponding
to that, will his life outside (family life or social life) affect the society
and the persons depending on them?

Ans : No, apart from this, opposite will happen. The life of
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1. The real consciousness is appeared in the mind (mind is a
combination of intelligence, memory and perceptions of sense
organs, in other words it is an ego) as two abstract nouns-

a) Awareness b) Witness
Where as intelligence is a relative reality as
a) discriminative power (b) Logic

2. The real consciousness is a dimensional different singular entity
which stands absolutely independent of mind and body.

Where as intelligence is three dimensional reality having a
sense of time dependent and related outside object and persons
which has a seat in brain cells and completely dependent on mind
and body.
3. The real consciousness is neutral and static in nature. It has
no positive and negative aspects.

Whereas intelligence is dynamic and lead the life in +ve

and -ve aspects with very little awareness. By nature it has no

capacity to exist in the middle or zero which means that the

intelligence never insists a person to live in present or moment to

moment in spontaineity.

4. The real consciousness is beyond the space and time. It has

no beginning no end. It is the one and only reality ever existing.

Whereas the intelligence take birth, grow and die, that means it

has a beginning and an end. It is not at all a reality because it

stands on flesh and helps the mind by its discriminative power to

judge and criticize everything spontaneously throughout the life

of a person. It has a very clear sense of time and space.

5. The real consciousness is an entity which has no birth or death.

It is the underlying current of the existence of desirous and selfish

mind. It is forced to take cyclic body periodically in different genetic

pattern in different birth.
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others who are depending on him and society will be more

benefitted by the person who seeks his soul inner with the

Awarology because by the Awarology it is not the intelligence or

logic which grows but the real consciousness, it is the ‘part’ of

Great Consciousness which is godly by itself. God can never be

able to do mistakes. So higher the consciousness of a person

better will be his attitude towards society and relatives and he

creates a blissful atmosphere wherever he goes. But in the case

of higher intellectuals (academic higher product) they use cunning

logic for being selfish in an intricate way. (Remember that they

know good and bad are relative and has no meaning). That is

why the world is under the custody of certain families. Actually

these people are real carriers of doomed consciousness of the

world and they create poverty, social inequality, wars and

contageous diseases and the world become more miserable than

its natural state.

6. From the above answer it seems there are two types of misery,

what are they?

Ans : In the point of view of Awarology there are two types

of misery for human being.

1. The natural state of misery by your birth ie the pain due

to the diseases and accidents.

2. Added misery due to the men being a social creature,

the relatedness, possessiveness and selfishness create miseries

like poverty, wars and artificially made contageous diseases and

other poisons released from the unintelligent way of running the

industries and cultivations with selfish motivation.

7. Why is the Awarology called a science eventhough it seems to

be having a metaphysical nature?

Ans : Awarology is a pure science because it uses logic
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caused a part of the intelligence to become selfish desires. In

plants there is only a desire of reproduction which is either sexual

or asexual but in animals both sexual reproduction and food

desires are there. That is in animals two fold desires are there.

In human beings exist three fold desires. Sex is for the sake

of sex and reproduction, dependence for food and shelter and

relationship (or relatedness) That means desire and selfishness

have increased three fold and more over the doomed

consciousness opened itself, that it knew it has consciousness.

So, knowing of Consciousness by the consciousness is termed

as real consciousness.

The possessiveness by the sexual passion, dependence

for food and shelter created fear in human beings. Animals fear
is very much limited. It works only in instincts. They are not afraid
of loneliness and darkness. But human beings are very much
afraid of loneliness and darkness, this increased the quantity of
desire and selfishness in the form of relationships.

So, when the evolution reached human beings the desire
and selfishness increased to such an extend that the real
consciousness was bound in number of chains. No escape was
possible. The desire is too strong in human beings to recognise
himself that he has a real consciousness (soul) in him. The only
hope is that a small number of human consciousness (mystic)
has realized that man is in the bondages of an ignorance of selfish
desires which is the only barrier of the freedom of real
consciousness. So they have introduced many techniques of
developing our intelligence. But, so far the intelligence was
cheating the mind to hide the wisdom of Paramananda or eternal
bliss. Awarology tries to rectify this mistake of intelligence.

Bearing these factors in mind, we have to differentiate the
real consciousness with intelligence.
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and depends on self experimental proof as its base like all other

sciences. The only difference is Awarology uses logic to minimise

the spontaneous vibrational thoughts of mind and bring out the

real consciousness (the experimental proof is inner experience)

but all other sciences use logic to strengthen the mind and physical

life (the experimental proof is outside the body as products).

Awarology explains things by the logic and proceed through the

logic and at the end it has the technique to go beyond the logic to

save the human soul from the misery forever. Whereas other

sciences explain things by the logic and proceed through the logic

and experiments and turn up with a physical product or without

product useful or useless to the human to retain the human misery

in more and more dangerous ways.

8. Whether Awarology has any relation with religion or other

sciences?

Ans : Fundamentally Awarology has no relation with any

religion or sciences. But it uses certain ideas of religion and

physical sciences to make people understand things easily

because people are only used to religion and physical sciences.

In this point of view Awarology is an extremely new science having

no material outcome specifically but it is the underlying current of

all the souls to be freed from physical life.

9. What is the main difference between Awarology and Physical

sciences?

Ans : The discovery of electric energy and its properties by

intelligence could give birth to so many equipments which help

the worldly life comfortable for a period of life cycle which is

miserable by the presence of pain and its repetitions (rebirth).

But by the properties of real consciousness, through Awarology,

help people to taste the Paramananda (a bliss) and eternal peace
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SECTION -2

The difference between
the real consciousness (soul)

and human intelligence.

In the sense of language, intelligence and the real
consciousness are different entities. But deep down they are
same. By electric energy a bulb  glows. Electric energy and light
are not same. Light is a projection of electric energy to a sensible
state. The bulb is the equipment which stands in between the
electric energy and light. At the bottom electricity and light are
energies and same. Similarly the real consciousness project the

intelligence by the ‘equipment’ namely human body. In their

functions electric energy and light are different in nature, similarly

the real consciousness and intelligence are different. One is the

source other is the projection, the phenomenon of projection is

happening in body.

Intelligence is a relative reality as far as human body is

concerned. The main outcome of intelligence is its discriminating

power and logical thinking. In plants there is intelligence, they

survive in the nature, prepare food for them by photosynthesis,

grow and reproduce.

In animals also there is intelligence, they survive in the

nature, find their food, grow and reproduce. Here the notable

difference in intelligence is that plants cannot move from one place

to another, where as animals can move. But for the freedom of

the movement, animals intelligence had to sacrifice the self

preparation of their food from the sunlight. This caused a partial

slavery for them ie dependence. But the danger of dependence
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in their life for which a man is born and after death it takes away
their misery forever and get absolute freedom from the physical
life.
10. What is the basic difference between a religion and Awarology?

Ans : In effect all the religions teaches to follow a particular
scripture and believe in certain deity as a mediator. The religious
authorities give more importance to the physical benefit of
everyone and people are suffering from physical problems of life
and insufficiency. They don’t know what is real belief. They follow
scriptures and beliefs by the logic because intelligence knows
only logic. It has no idea about the real consciousness (soul) so
by the interactions of collective ego or mind some people feel
benefited by the so called scriptures and religious deities. So those
who feel benefited will give a share of the physical benefit to this
religious people. So a subtle business and exploitation exists.

Whereas the Awarology teaches people certain practical
methods logically on the basis of physical sciences, and the
people who understands the logic and its practice will have the
absolute wisdom of inner existence of real consciousness. So
nobody can prove it to be wrong because the experiencer knows
the experience as real as their existence, so prayer happens in
him and strong feelings of connection with Great Consciousness
(God) itself in their minds exists. No physical benefit is attained.
So there is no question of any kind of exploitation. To learn
Awarology properly you should be self sufficient or in other words
when you start learning Awarology you become self sufficient
slowly and step by step. Nobody can exploit a person who is self
-sufficient by Awarology.
11. What is the difference between knowing and practising
Awarology and logical advancement of human intelligence?

11

viz Awarology and the function of Nansen school of Awarology
and Neutral life.

Please keep in touch with the master if you have understood
the little information given above and if you think that you are a
pure consciousness (soul) other than your body and mind ie keep
faith in the master of Awarology we together can share the new
science for the suffering souls of the humanity. If you are not of
the world nothing can stop and frighten you from the uplifting of
your soul.

You are cordially welcome to the Ashram. Remember
Nansen Ashram has nothing to do with any kind of miracles, healing
techniques, occultism or magic or tricks. It has no connection
with any religion or isms or any kind of social welfare activities.
Ashram has only a master who is a very ordinary man working
hard for his livelihood. Donation of any kind and fees collection or
subtle businesses are not allowed. The people who seeks eternal
peace and bliss in their present life and eternal life or Samadhi or
Nirvana or liberation of their soul after death are welcome.
Qualification, caste and positions are not at all considered.
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Ans : The logical advancement of intelligence is science
and its result can be conveyed and enjoyed (electricity, automobile
etc.) as it is the result of logic extended to outside, but the truth of
life cannot be revealed to a person as the truth is not outside.
Whereas Awarology is a Science using logic upto a certain level
and extended to inner and practise to witness the mind and its
spontaneous activities so the mind slows down and the frequency
of STR (Spontaneous thought rate) is minimised. This gives one
to know the existence of real consciousness and its bliss, so
consequently he can practise witnessing to ‘lift’ the real
consciousness to release it from the bondages of mind and body
forever. This is known as eternal life or Nirvana or liberation of
soul or Samadhi.
12. What is meant by dimensional difference in Awarology?

Ans : In Awarology, the Great Consciousness (God) is said
to be a dimensional different entity. It means that in our physical
world every object and radiations is said to be three dimensional,
means it can be located with three co-ordinates x, y, z. So in the
universe every matter and radiations are three dimensional which
evolve in the fourth dimension of time. And also science concludes
that it may crunch again into a point of singularity showing zero
value and infinite density, a region of space, time known as
blackhole.

Any matter or thing more than four dimension cannot be
visible. So Awarology finds the Great Consciousness has no
dimension or other than three or two dimensions. This is known
as dimensional difference. This explains why the real
consciousness is not  a visible and measurable entity.
13. What are the important three dimensional qualities of doomed
consciousness?

Ans : Motion, radiations, life, growth, reproduction and death

12

it due to the taste or selfishness. After filling the stomach with

more than enough it starts to make problem. Then you go for

medicine or become uneasy and restless. The body

consciousness is very difficult to understand by the mind because

mind is full of burning desires and selfishness.

Many preparations have to be taken before understanding

Awarology successfully and get the result of its experiments in

right sense.

Nansen School of Awarology and Neutral life has developed

many techniques to teach what is witnessing. How can it be proved

in every one’s body? How can you strengthen the power of

witnessing to overcome the bondages of mind and body which

stands forever in the world by the help of karmas?

The School is peculiar in a way that it deals only one subject

which is witnessing whereas all other sciences and techniques

of the world teaches to strengthen the power of mind which is a

great barrier of real consciousness to be set free from the body

and mind, the real aim of human life. The school is strictly for

‘uplifting’ the real consciousness by awareness on the self of a

person through eradication of ignorance of the mind step by step

taking many years giving only contact classes for a period of one

or two weeks. Awarology uses your mind as a laboratory and life

as its equipments. After years of training you will be able to learn

how to witness the life and live in total awareness which slowly

gives the feeling of your STR (spontaneous thought rate)

decreasing and an eternal peace is entering in you slowly and

you see the life has shifted the meaning from physical means to

spiritual means without hurting your family life or related life in the

society.

Hope that you have got some vague idea on the new science
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are the main three dimensional qualities of doomed
consciousness.
14. What is the doomed consciousness?

Ans : “Doomed consciousness” is a ‘part’ of the Great
Consciousness which is contaminated with a thought of desire
or an ignorant thought, which turned into doomed consciousness
which is indicated as FD ie fundamental desire.

This desire was an ignorant thought which thought that there
may be happiness more than the paramananda or eternal
happiness outside the Great Consciousness.

By this ignorant thought when it ‘parted’ from the Great
Consciousness it went into doom ie fell in the dark and lost its
wisdom of Paramananda or eternal happiness (ie a happiness
having no reason). So this doomed consciousness began to
evolve, and by that creation of universe happened. It evolved in
time and space. After millions and millions of years it came upto
human being where it got an opening and recognized what had
happened. So it tried its best to reach the Paramananda through
the passion of sex. But sex is a  trap of ignorance from which no
escape is possible as far as ordinary limited intelligence of human
being is concerned.
15. What is the necessity of making the life in real awareness?

Ans : Evolution of matter into life and to human being is the
evolution of doomed consciousness ie the ignorant mind. The
ignorant mind supports the body to grow, live and die. So logically
it is possible to think that the natural human life should be in
evilness. To think in evil or judge others or blame others or for evil
act and for lying.... no consciousness is needed. They are the
natural tendencies of the body and mind. That is why people can
show the qualities of evilness, vengeance and cruelties more than
the beasts. Eventhough cruelty, fighting tendencies are of the
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A student of Awarology will never think of suicide in his whole

life. He will never go mad in any circumstances. He will never be

afraid of anything in his life. He will never undergo any kind of

mental disorders like depression, hypertension, complexes etc.

He will be so compassionate and show the quality of sharing

without any complaint. As his STR decreases, concentration

increases so that he will be truly competitive in his studies and

examinations. He will never talk too much and never run after

fantasies like cinema etc. That is why Nansen School of Awarology

insists the government to accept Awarology as one of the

subjects for the academic studies giving equal importance with

physical and social sciences. The students will enjoy awarological

techniques because it is the science of life. So the life will be

overflowing in them whereas the other sciences are pure and dry

logic, and if you proceed after a certain limit this logic may lead to

madness because logic mind may search truth outside but truth

is inside, not outside. That is why extra ordinarily intelligent people

become eccentric in certain ways.

20. Before learning Awarology, is there any need of preparation -

physically or mentally?

Ans : Yes. Learning Awarology needs a number of

systematic preparations. Your body is programmed with so many

tendencies by the presence of genes. Mind and body are closely

connected and work in some kind of synchronisation. If one is in

disorder other has to suffer, compensate and compromise for

that, otherwise life will be in trouble. When you watch your mind

closely you can see that your consciousness is felt divided into

two as body consciousness and mind consciousness. For

example you like the taste of a food and you start taking it, after

enough of food stomach will say to stop it. But your mind rejects
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beastly nature, human mind proceeds a little further that it has

vengeance and enemity towards each other for years. These are

the reasons behind all human miseries. This cannot be solved. A

solution for human evilness is absolutely impossible because it

is natural. But the presence of real consciousness which is open

in human mind always gives judgement of every aspects of life

on the basis of social code and morals and also it is relative. So

the relative prick of conscience  is the proof of the presence of

real consciousness in human mind. This state of mind which is

aware of goodness relative to social and moral code makes the

life of human being more miserable. That means everybody

wishes for being good but by the passions and perceptions of the

sense organs, a man is felt being under an unknown force to do

all kinds of evil by thought and deed. This ‘force’ is nothing but the

ego of a person. So the ignorant thought of a person, a desireful

act of a person, a sinful approach of a person are all the natural

state of human mind which is hidden by thousands of tricks in his

mind which is altogether known as personality.

If you want to be good and in goodness you need a huge

extra energy for living moment to moment in real awareness

throughout the day. But it is not possible for a person because it

needs tremendous inner energy. Physical life is not designed to

live in it. So everybody has to accumulate subtle energy for being

in real consciousness, then only one can live in real goodness.

Otherwise the goodness is only a trick or a show or a business in

life. If you are really good and living in goodness, the eternal life is

guaranteed. So people are good for the sake of society to exploit

wealth and name that is the trick of your mind and a serious

ignorance. So, the so called good people are more slave of their

mind than ordinary mass of people.
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your mind in subtle ways and it gives the impression that you are

saved and your athma is going to God after the death. If you are

intelligent Awarology easily proves in you that so far you were

following wrong methods in search of the truth of life. But when

you get the knack of witnessing the life by the techniques of

Awarology, you will be shocked to see your poor past life.

19. Is there any age limit for learning and practising Awarology?

Ans : Awarology should be taught from seven or eight years

onwards. There are simple and interesting techniques which can

be enjoyed by the children. The effective teaching is possible from

the age of 17 to 45. The people exceeding the age of 45 find

Awarology little hard and their pre-occupied highly possessive

mind reject certain teachings and techniques of it.

Whereas teenagers are highly benefitted by the Awarology.

Illegal sexual indulgences, alcohol, smoking, use of drugs, other

narcotics etc. are more effectively controlled by Awarology than

by any other existing methods adopted by the society so far. A

student who understands Awarology properly will never use these

things in his life because Awarology does not teach the students

to refuse the usages of these things but proves in them the taste

of Paramananda by some logical and practical techniques. So

that they can compare and understand the difference between

the Paramananda and bodily happiness. The approach of

Awarology is not psychological, they are put into the realities by

logic and experiment of Awarology by themselves. So in Awarology

there are no don’ts. Teenagers are highly egoistic so whatever

you reject them, they try purposefully to follow it secretly and this

can be exploited by the greedy people of the society. They are

very anxious to know the world and so they are trapped by this

anxiety itself.
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16. What are the basic ideas of Awarology?
Ans : (a) The whole universe, life and the creation of human

beings are the products of the evolutionary process of doomed
consciousness, a consciousness being contaminated with
ignorance which is a thought. Otherwise the pain of the body
system and added miseries like poverty, diseases, wars and
disasters would not have happened in human life. The real
consciousness (soul or athma) of human being and
consciousness in other creatures are found to be self -sufficient
and independently functioning. (Example : Body repairs cuts and
wounds by itself).

But the whole humanity is taught to believe that the universe
is the creation of Great Consciousness (God). If it was like that
the creation would have been absolutely perfect and life would
have been eternally blissful or in Paramananda. There will not be
any pain and added miseries in life. Because the concept of God
is perfect. So God can never be wrong’ or product of God should
not be defective.

(b) According to Awarology the universe and its life are the
products of evolution of certain ignorant consciousness or doomed
consciousness which is ‘parted’ from the Great Consciousness
(God). As it is a consciousness in itself, it can independently work
and the evolution happened in three dimensional matter and
energy in fourth dimension of time. But when the evolution reached
in human being the ignorant consciousness was opened by the
mind and mind recognized consciousness itself. So this
consciousness which realizes the consciousness itself is known
as real consciousness or soul or athma. So the dimensionless
or multidimensional Great Consciousness had to (or forced)
evolve in three dimensional objects moving in fourth dimension
of time. That is why physical science has developed the ideas of
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and they are equal in arresting the real consciousness forever in

your body. So it teaches good has no goodness and bad has no

badness; both are cheating tricks of your mind. But society is

benefitted with goodness and suffered with badness. That is why

society is balanced.

Awarology insists that you yourself become good by

learning witnessing; so goodness will happen around you.

Wherever you move people feel your goodness or you become a

love by witnessing yourself; so loving will happen wherever you

go because the only physical product of witnessing is that you

share every physical thing in your life with highest intelligence

without a desire of benefit from others. When you learn what is

witnessing you correct your mind by witnessing so that everything

outside will be automatically corrected by itself. Do not try to

correct, judge or criticise others that is the super trick of your

mind to make your soul a slave forever. (YOU CORRECT

YOURSELF, THE THINGS AROUND YOU WILL BE

AUTOMATICALLY CORRECTED.)

The real culprit of your miserable life is the inborn self

programmed molecules known as genes; so you try to overpower

these evilness by the help of witnessing power of mind. By that

you can make your mind a servant for you and insist it

continuously to remain in awareness. So that all karmas or actions

will be non-attached and effect cannot follow the actions. This

makes your soul or real consciousness free forever from the

desires and escape into eternal life leaving all the bondages of

life.

So Awarology has developed and discovered techniques

to fool your mind by the help of the mind itself that is the technique

of witnessing. All other methods except witnessing strengthen
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singularity, bigbang, big crunch, black hole etc. In an evolutionary
process nothing stands still, everything is moving. We know that
our mind cannot stand still, it is dynamic all the time, it changes
with changing thoughts by the tendencies.

C. Awarology teaches and proves the clear distinction
between real consciousness (soul) and mind with body. They
are entirely opposite entities; one is static and other is dynamic
having evolution in time. The static is being spaceless and timeless
but the dynamic is having space and time. This contradiction is
the greatest riddle of humanity to attain ‘Nirvana’ or kingdom of
god or Samadhi.

The dynamic mind, which is three dimensional and which
moves in space and with time is absolutely unaware of real
consciousness which is static and dimensionless. So mind can
easily play all kinds of tricks with the help of sense organs, to
remain itself forever to enjoy sex, and it falls into misery whenever
sex is denied due to some domestic reasons.

Therefore worldly life can be easily defined, that life is a
play in between sex and misery in a period of time which fulfills
the life cycle, hiding the wisdom that human beings are having
real consciousness or soul.

When you watch your life closely you can see and prove
that whenever the enjoyment of mind by sex is denied or stopped
or decreased by some means, the misery starts growing in the
life and vice versa. So life is misunderstood in thousands and
thousands of ways.

From this Awarology discovers that the dimensional or
multidimensional real consciousness which appears to be a ‘part’
of Great Consciousness in human mind, shows a property of
witnessing. So Awarology is a science which teaches you how to
remain and live as a witness in your life? How can you find yourself
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that. These words to repent, compensate and compromise are

the powerful tools of mind to hide its tricks, that is why the society

teaches these words with great importance. Nobody understands

and agrees that when he repents or compensates or

compromises, his mind is using a trick to hide his real

consciousness because the real consciousness wants to come

out and say that mind is false and full of desires but it is

suppressed by the intelligence and language. From this you can

conclude that real consciousness has not much influence in

bringing the mind into wisdom of the real meaning of life. But it

supports life and gives subtle energies to all the biological activities

of growing the mind and the body according to their inborn

tendencies.

According to Awarology mind has the spontaneous power

or influence to work till the death of the body but souls or athmas

are helpless to bring the mind into wisdom eventhough it supports

the physical life. So in each birth athma searches new possibilities

to escape from the body and mind. But mind uses all kinds of

tricks using its intelligence and five sense organs. This is the

sole reason for the miserable life of human beings. That is why

mystics announce that your life is full of miseries. So life is a play

between using tricks of mind and dimensional differences.

Your body needs oxygen, water and food and with that your

mind automatically work and enter in different karmas and live in

cause and effect, the innocent soul or real consciousness does

not  know the tricks of the mind eventhough it supports the mind

with subtle energies.

So Awarology not only rejects so called spiritual methods

suggested by the religion but also refuses good and bad karmas

in life. Awarology finds good and bad karmas are sons of mind
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as a witness to your life? What are the methods of being a

witness? Then you can say that Awarology is a science of

witnessing.

If you can witness your life, the ultimate result would be

Paramananda or you can enter the kingdom of God or ‘Nirvana’.

Return is not possible from there to this miserable life. This is the

fundamental idea of all religions too.

d. Nansen’s School of Awarology consider this teaching of

witnessing as a serious one. Because there is dimensional

difference between your body - mind relationship and real

consciousness, it is not so easy to cross this dimensional

difference. No easy way is possible. No equipment is possible,

no trick is possible nor any kind of physical means are possible

but only by the intelligence of your mind. Therefore right intelligence

and right memory are used to learn how to be a witness to cross

this dimensional difference. But the difficulty is that the basic

nature of mind is dynamic. You cannot stop your dynamic mind

by any kind of meditation, yoga or prayer because it is an in-born

nature of body and mind. Your body is composed of thousands of

cells carrying thousands of genetic programmes encoded in

genes. These genes are chemical realities of human being. You

can’t wipe away or destroy these programmes by any known

techniques either physical or spiritual.

That is why Awarology rejects and refuses every physical

and spiritual methods.

(You can’t make your mind believe that 2+3 = 6 in your whole

life whatever solutions you suggest) because mind stands in

absolute logic which is three dimensional. You can believe certain

ideology or religion or some yogic methods and can compromise

your life to extend the misery or sexual desires but eternal life or
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Ans : Awarology discards all these methods because these

methods are all tricks of your subtle mind to trap your soul again

and again into the misery of the worldly life. The mind wants to

remain in subtle ways taking periodic bodies forever in this world

due to a selfish aim that is sex. Of course, there are experiences

of certain peace and happiness which is felt by the mind by these

methods, but they are temporary. The ignorant mind thinks that

Paramananda can be attained by the sex which is three

dimensional whereas it doesn’t know the intensity of

Paramananda due to the dimensional difference. So it rejects all

the time the presence of such a bliss. Mind can only think about a

thing which has reason whereas Paramananda is reasonless,

So mind concludes that there should not be a bliss which is

without cause. You know reasons have no substantial existence

in our life. It changes as the changes of mind in time. That is why

people run after the happiness and try to find it because they

have to find a reason for the happiness, otherwise it has no

existence.

The mind falsely gives you the impression that you act

according to your will and pleasure, but it is  absolutely wrong.

Sometime You are provoked and get angry with a particular

incident, after a while you understand that it is wrong and you

repent and ask pardon for that. Here you can see a time delay for

knowing the mistake. By the presence of real consciousness you

could have had the real understanding at the time of provocation

and angry act could have been avoided. But you couldn’t, a time

delay happened in between the angry act and the understanding.

Awarology finds this as trick of mind, it conceales the

understanding by the intelligent and vibrational thoughts of the

mind. So mind had to repent, compensate and compromise for
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liberation of soul or Nirvana will be absolutely impossible. So

Awarology finds there is one and only method which is possible

to release your soul from the thousands of bondages by the

tendencies due to the genes, ie witnessing. Because real

consciousness shows only one of its qualities through the mind

ie witnessing.

So when you know what is witnessing and practise

witnessing you will be able to understand the meanings of what

is written above and the whole meaning of your birth and death

and aim of your life. Otherwise you will run after thousands of

ways to find the truth without any result.

e. From the maturity onwards a man lives with logical

thinking. He can find causes (whether it is correct or not) for every

effect in his dealings and happenings. He will never be able to

think without logic (false or true) ie a  man can never think 2+3 =

6. His experience never agrees with this equation. So even if he

thinks that everything has causes, when he finds no real cause

for his death or for happiness or some accidents or unexpected

things he imposes the cause on some personal dieties or God. A

man is born without his consent. No man asks for his birth in a

particular name in a particular caste or religion. And also he grows

and dies without his consent. But he knows that he is growing

and going to die. Nothing can be done to this process of life by the

consciousness.

This is a tragic situation as far as a human being is

concerned. He knows that he is born, grows and dies without his

consent. So he should not have been given the real consciousness

with which he recognises his consciousness. Here he differs from

a  beast. An animal does not know whether it is born, growing

and going to die. This proves logically that a man possesses a
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you can think it as Paramananda but you are unconscious at the

time of deep sleep that is why you do not understand it is

Paramananda. But imagine that you have consciousness at this

deep sleep state. Of course you know really that you are in

Paramananda or in bliss. But you know that mind cannot enjoy

this Paramananda in full swing due to barrier of dimensional

difference.

Awarology tries its best by different techniques to liberate

your real consciousness from the slavery of body and mind and

from their thousands of tendencies due to the presence of genes.

Awarology helps you to lead a normal life with neutral mind and

gives the taste of Paramananda which is hidden by the dimensional

difference and set free your soul at the time of death. This liberation

of real consciousness and dissolving it into the Great

Consciousness is termed as Eternal life or Samadhi or Nirvana

or Kingdom of God. Whereas enlightenment is a particular stage

or attainment of wisdom of human mind in which he knows the

presence of real consciousness or soul in him, or he recognize

himself as a body having a soul. This state is not possible for a

beast or a plant eventhough they have consciousness because

their consciousness is not opened (doomed). In this state he

reaches a stage of non-attachment or Pratyahara (in yoga). So

getting enlightenment is not the last word for the eternal life. This

is the stage where even highly religious people or mystics go

wrong and fall again into the trap of subtle mind or spiritual ego.

Many examples can be pointed out for this in this world.

18. Every religions teaches that through love, goodness and

sacrifices one can attain eternal life or Samadhi. And also certain

yogic methods and meditation are suggested for the same. What

is the opinion of Awarology on this?
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real consciousness (soul) a ‘part’ of the Great Consciousness
(God) which is a dimensional difference, that is why he is unaware
of it. This is one of the basic ideas of Awarology ie a man is an
exclusive animal who possesses a real consciousness (a
consciousness which recognizes the consciousness which is
the reason for whole universe that we know and see) which we
can roughly call as soul of man because the word soul does not
possess the full meaning of real consciousness.

Life is a cyclic process. Body is born, grown and dies, and
if you do not know the secret behind it you are like an animal. A
triggering “force” is needed for this cyclic process of the life that
is the consciousness itself which is a “part” of the Great
Consciousness but this consciousness of growth and evolution
is absolutely ignorant. That is why Awarology says that the whole
universe is the product of an ignorant consciousness which
undergoes evolution. The final state of this evolution is human
mind that carries an additional factor (w) which recognizes this
ignorant consciousness. So this factor is called the Real
consciousness (w) for a person x this real consciousness is
denoted by Wx in Awarology.

If the ignorant consciousness of a person is denoted by
fxdx (fd for the fundamental desire of a person x). So the human
mind of a particular person x - is denoted by fxdx Wx.

Annihilation of the factor fxdx from a person is the practical
side of the Awarology. Using the Science of Awarology it is possible
to remove the factor fxdx from the combination of the mind and
set free wx forever which never comes back to take earthly cyclic
body which is full of misery and pain ie if the mind of a person is
denoted by ‘Mx’

Mx = fx dx Wx
ie Mx  . = Wx

fx dx
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life or samadhi or Nirvana or the kingdom of God?

Ans : In Awarology your physical life has no meaning.

Whatever you earn and acquire will be useless at the time of your

death. But Awarology gives you very clear meaning and aim for

your life ie it promises eternal life after the death and the taste of

eternal peace and taste of Paramananda or bliss (happiness

having no reason) in your present life.

First of all it takes away your feeling that you are a person

having a particular name born in a particular caste or religion.

You are born without the consent of your consciousness. After

the birth in a particular caste or religion and in a name, your

consciousness knows that you exist after seven or eight years.

You grow and live with so many adjustments in life as a particular

person. You cannot do anything about the growth of body in time.

You are absolutely helpless of oldage and death. This is a tragic

situation that you know that you are helpless in growth and death.

But Awarology proves in you that you are not at all a body or

a person with a mind having a name in a particular religion but

only a PURE CONSCIOUSNESS which is open in a particular

body for a period of some 60-70 years. Your aim in life is not to

work hard for the children and family and earn for them till your

death. If it was meant for that a beast’s consciousness is more

than sufficient for you.

So Awarology teaches you that your consciousness (soul

or athma) has got a very good opportunity as gift to open the

possibility of your soul being liberated forever into its original

source, that is the Great Consciousness which is a Paramananda

or absolute bliss.

You know that when you are in deep sleep you have no

bodily pain and added miseries like mental pain or poverty. So
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Wx being an unchanged or constant factor which is the

consciousness itself. We can state the equation as a statement

Mx α fx dx

ie mind of a person is directly proportional to his fundamental

desire. So if a man’s desire grows more, the state of mind or

intelligence increases. The desire is connected to the other people.

If others aren’t there no desire is possible. That means if mind’s

tendencies are said to be an ego of a person, ego increases with

fd and you know ego is always outside and it looks out to the

world through the five sense organs of the body.

By the growth of intelligence or logic, ego is growing higher

and higher for a person. This ego depends on others and is

connected, so a collective ego is formed which is growing forward

collectively. This is termed as civilization. In this growth a particular

person who is intelligent becomes a fool if his intelligence is carried

or proceeded by others. (For example Albert Einstien found himself

a fool (he openly said) as far as the idea of Quantum Mechanics

are concerned eventhough he contributed many ideas for

Quantum Mechanics).

So far it has been proved that this hike of intelligence or ego

has nothing to do with poor mass of people. Their poverty,

difficulties, tragedies are increasing and taking different shape by

this intellectual evolution. The present state of the world clearly

shows this state. A small percentage of families and money dealing

brokers in international level become millionaires. They

accumulated more money and power than the government bodies.

So majority of people become poorer and poorer and their

sufferings increased. This shows that the growth of intelligence

is negative. In Awarology this negative intelligence is due to the

fundamental desire of the collective consciousness, a
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consciousness which is ignorant and unaware itself and evolving

in darkness.

Whatever may be the greatness of physical science and

social sciences, the sufferings of human beings go on increasing.

This is not intelligence, this is ignorance. Intelligence is growing

due to the increasing of desires and desires have no limit at all,

that is the fundamental nature of desire. So there is no hope. “A

tree is known with its fruits”.

In Awarology, intelligence is grown by logic itself as in the

case of physical sciences but not to outside ie not to increase

ego but to decrease desires. Awarology makes a man to go to

his mind with intelligent logic to annihilate fd (fundamental desire)

step by step, so that mind is divided layer by layer removing the

ignorance and the state of being in mind tends to zero by the

‘uplift’ of real consciousness (w) this makes one’s physical life

full of eternal peace and with a taste of Paramananda (a causeless

bliss) and at the time of death W is released from the combination

forever.

But there is a problem that the mind can never be annihilated

by the logic. Mind strengthens when the logic is getting stronger.

So Awarology approaches mind by the logic and through the logic

and by inner experiments, helps the mind to go beyond the logic.

This is the only possible way of annihilating the mind by decreasing

the frequency of its spontaneous thoughts.

In brief, Awarology is the science which removes the

ignorance of the intelligence and release the athma or real

consciousness forever into the eternal life from the misery of

worldly life to reunite (yoga) with its original source, the Great

Consciousness.

17. What is the main difference between enlightenment and eternal
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